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To achieve great things, two things are needed:

a plan, and not quite enough time.

— leonArD bernstein
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Shadow in the Dark

I knew something was wrong the second the pickup truck pulled 
into our driveway. I’d been waiting for Wes for more than an 

hour, and now, before he even came to a stop, the look in his eye 
warned me to brace myself.

“He’s in rough shape,” Wes said as he got out of the truck. 
“Rougher than I thought.” I’ve known Wes for more than ten 
years, nearly from the day my wife and I first uprooted ourselves 
from Philadelphia to live on this small farm in Pennsylvania Amish 
country, and I’d never seen him so grim before. Together, we 
walked behind the pickup and pulled open the trailer doors.

I took a look inside, then immediately grabbed in my pocket for 
my phone. Luckily, I had the number I needed.

“Scott, you’ve got to get over here. This is really bad.”
“Okay,” Scott said. “You just make him comfortable and I’ll be 

over in the morning.”
“Yeah. No. I think you’d better, um, have to— ” I paused a sec 

to untangle my tongue. Scott was the expert, not me, but I didn’t 
think we had many mornings left to work with. I tried again to tell 
him what I was looking at.
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Inside the trailer was a gray donkey. Its fur was crusted with 
dung, turning his white belly black. In places the fur had torn away, 
revealing raw skin almost certainly infested with parasites. He was 
barrel- shaped and bloated from poor feed and his mouth was a 
mess, with one tooth so rotten it fell right out when touched. Worst 
of all were its hooves, so monstrously overgrown they looked like 
a witch’s claws.

“Scott, seriously. You’ve got to see this.”
“Don’t worry,” Scott said. “I’ve seen it all. Catch you in the 

morning.”
The donkey belonged to a member of Wes’s church. Wes is a 

truly wonderful person to begin with, and as a Mennonite, he’s 
committed by faith to helping anyone in need— or, in this case, 
any creature. Wes had discovered that one of his fellow church-
goers was an animal hoarder who kept goats and a donkey penned 
in squalor in a crumbling barn. The hoarder was out of work, so 
his family was suffering from his fixation as well; money needed 
for food and rent was going for animal feed instead. Wes and sev-
eral church elders had tried to persuade the hoarder to relinquish 
his pets, but he wouldn’t budge. Finally, Wes took a deep breath 
and bent his iron- hard honesty to the limit. What if, he asked the 
hoarder, we take the animals away for two years? Just two years. 
We’ll give them to a good family and get them healthy, and that 
will give you time to put up some fences and clean out those stalls. 
It wasn’t really a lie, Wes told himself. More like a hope— the hope 
that two years would be long enough for the hoarder to forget 
these poor animals and get on with his life.

“Give it a try?” Wes persisted.
“Okay,” the hoarder replied. “But they have to go to a good 

family.”
Wes got on the job at once. The goats were easy to place— 

someone in Lancaster can always use a free lawn mower— but don-
keys are tough. They’re famously ornery, known for biting and 
kicking, and serve no purpose on a working farm. They can’t be 
milked or butchered or, in many cases, even ridden. Keeping them 
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in hay and feed can be expensive, and that’s before you’re shelling 
out for dental care and deworming and vaccinations.

So why did I want him?
I didn’t. Not when I got a good look at him, that was for sure. 

As transplanted city folk who knew zip about farm life when we 
moved to the country, my wife and I had gotten a kick out of try-
ing our hand with a few starter animals. First up was a stray black 
cat that appeared at the back door, and when it survived and stuck 
around we advanced to some backyard chickens, and then a foster 
sheep that we took on loan from an Amish neighbor to see if we 
could handle it, like a kindergartner bringing home the class’s pet 
turtle for the weekend. Wes owns the farm next to ours, and when 
he told me about the donkey he was trying to rescue, I figured why 
not? We could just turn it loose out back and let the kids feed it 
apple cores. I wasn’t making any promises till we saw it, though, 
which was fine by Wes; the donkey’s owner, he said, was a bit of a 
handful who felt the same way about me.

So one afternoon, my two young daughters and I headed over to 
the hoarder’s house to check things out. Secretly, that was just our 
cover story; the girls and I had already made up our minds before 
we’d even gotten in the car that unless this thing was a rampaging 
maniac, we were bringing it home. During the drive, we schemed 
up ways to talk Mommy into this operation and debated names for 
our future pet.

“Skullcrusher?”
“No!”
“Zorro?”
“NO! Actually, maybe.”
But our happy chatter died once we arrived. The hoarder’s barn 

was sagging in a field of mud, looking like a sneeze would bring 
it down. We slogged inside, straining to see in the gloom and to 
pull our boots out of the sucking muck. A hard rain had fallen 
the day before, flooding one of the pens so badly that two of the 
goats had to stand on straw bales to stay above water. Next to the 
goats was another stall, this one as dark and tiny as a dungeon cell. 
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Inside, another creature was barely visible against the back wall. 
The hoarder called and whistled, holding out a handful of feed.

Slowly, a shadow detached itself from the darkness. Its long ears 
rose, twitching nervously, as it struggled to take a step toward us. 
The donkey was mired nearly to its knees in manure and rotten 
straw, and so cramped by the narrow stall that it could barely turn 
around. The hoarder poured the feed into my daughter’s hand. She 
held it out, and the donkey stretched toward us to gently snuffle 
it from her palm. My daughters and I stared at him in silence. We 
didn’t care anymore about getting a pet. All we cared about was 
getting him out of there.

The hoarder agreed to let us have him. But overnight, he 
changed his mind. When Wes showed up the following morning 
with the trailer, the hoarder dug in his heels and said no, the don-
key was family. Family had to stay together.

“Remember, it’s just till he gets better. Just for two years,” Wes 
repeated, over and over, until finally the hoarder relented and 
opened the stall door. That’s when Wes discovered the donkey’s 
hooves had been so badly neglected that he could barely walk. 
Together, Wes and the hoarder struggled, one step at a time, to 
ease the sick animal out of the dark barn, into the daylight, and off 
to his new home.

“How do we get it off the trailer if it can’t walk?” I asked Wes, 
dreading the possibility that he might actually have an answer. I 
held my breath, silently urging him to say it couldn’t be done and 
he’d have to speed the donkey off to some kind of sanctuary or ani-
mal urgent- care or wherever it is they handle the hopeless cases.

“Slowly, I guess,” Wes replied. He took hold of the threadbare 
green halter around the donkey’s head and very gently pulled 
forward. What should I do, get behind and push? That seemed 
aggressive. And besides, from what little I knew about donkeys, 
trying to shove it could put me right in the danger zone for an 
angry hoof to the kneecap. Maybe I could kind of hoist it a little?
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I threw my arms around the donkey’s back and cradled its belly 
with both hands, trying awkwardly to lift the weight off its ailing 
hooves. I was ready to jump if it kicked, but it didn’t seem to have 
any fight at all. It looked dazed, more like a moldy toy hauled 
out of a basement than a living creature. Gingerly, it took one 
slow step after another. It walked when we urged it and stopped 
when we didn’t, as if it no longer remembered a time when it could 
think— and move— for itself. When we got to the end of the ramp, 
the donkey didn’t even start munching the tasty green grass; it 
froze back into a stuffed animal, head hanging and motionless.

Wes had to scoot. He had 150 dairy cows waiting to be milked 

Sherman arrives.
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back home, and his last bout of hostage negotiations with the 
hoarder had put him way behind schedule. Wes wished me well 
and promised to stop by the next day to see how we and the patient 
were making out. I put a bucket of fresh water and some hay in 
front of the donkey, which still hadn’t budged, and checked my 
watch. My daughters would be getting home from school soon. I 
wanted to greet them with an action plan, something that would 
soften the shock of the donkey’s appearance and let them know the 
animal would eventually be all right, but I didn’t have a clue. We’d 
wanted to help a creature in need, but this kind of creature— and 
this kind of need— was way beyond anything I’d imagined.
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Hacksaw Surgery

Early the next morning, our savior rolled into the driveway. 
“Don’t worry,” I’d reassured the girls the night before. “Scott 

will know what to do.” Sure enough, Scott hopped out of his truck 
with a confident grin— which quickly faded.

“I’ve seen it all,” he said. “But not this.”
By day, Scott is a sales rep for Dansko, the Pennsylvania com-

pany that makes those clogs that chefs and dancers love. In the 
evenings, he shifts his focus from feet to hooves, his real passion. 
Scott grew up in upstate New York and paid his way through col-
lege by learning to fit horses for shoes. After he moved to our 
neighborhood in Lancaster County— home of America’s largest 
Amish community— he became the go- to guy whenever local 
farmers needed help with their big work mules and buggy horses.

Some weekends, Scott and his wife, Tanya, would wander 
around horse auctions as unofficial animal advocates, speaking up 
when they spotted a horse that needed care. Once, Tanya jumped 
in front of an auction trailer headed to the slaughterhouse, pulled 
out her wallet, and told the driver to name his price for a mini 
donkey she’d spotted in the back. The little donk was so far gone 
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that the driver gave it to her for free. Tanya thought she could heal 
it, and she was right. Soon, tiny Matilda was trotting along when 
Tanya and Scott took their carriage horses out for a drive. But this 
creature that turned up in my driveway was even worse off than 
Matilda had been.

“Man, how did this happen?” Scott asked.
“Hoarder,” I replied.
“Jeez, this is . . .” Scott began. He stopped to think for a sec. 

“Look, the most humane thing might be to put him down now.”
The hooves, he explained, were a death sentence. Donkeys usu-

ally keep their hooves naturally pumiced by foraging for long miles 
over rocky ground. But if you pen them up on soggy straw, or even 
leave them standing around all the time in a grassy meadow, their 
hooves will eventually curl like the nails of a Hindu holy man. 
Once they’re deformed, the damage can be irreversible and lead to 
an excruciating death: Because equines have unusually small stom-
achs, most digestion takes place when their intestines are churned 
by the rocking motion of walking. Hobble them, and it’s only a 
matter of time before waste matter blocks their guts until the ani-
mal is torn apart from the inside.

“That’s a horrible way to die,” Scott said. “Unless . . .” He 
paused to think for a moment. “Do you have a hacksaw?”

I ran to the shed and fetched one. Scott tied the donkey’s halter 
to a fence post. “Hi, buddy,” he said, stroking the donkey’s ears. 
“Ever seen one of these before?” He held the hacksaw under the 
donkey’s nose so he could sniff it. “Now here’s what we’re going to 
do,” Scott said. He began explaining to the donkey the details of 
the procedure he was about to perform. It made me cringe, but the 
donkey’s ears swiveled toward Scott as if it was listening intently.

“I want him to get used to my voice before we start,” Scott told 
me. “Donkeys are very self- protective, way more than horses. 
They don’t like surprises.” And what Scott had in mind was going 
to be rough: as last- ditch emergency surgery, we were going to 
hold each hoof, one after the other, and saw through it like a tree 
limb. If Scott could cut off at least half of each hoof, he could then 
try shaping the hoof with his steel clippers and a rough file. Imag-
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ine going to the dentist with four cavities and finding out that each 
tooth had to be drilled not once but three times in a row, except 
you’ve never seen a dentist in your life and for all you know, the 
guy with the drill is some psycho grabbing you by the jaw. That’s 
what the donkey and I were in for.

“Ready?” Scott asked.
“Me? Or him?”
“Both of you. Grab that leg and hold on tight.”
We got to work. I leaned against the donkey’s flank, pressing 

him securely between my body and the fence, while Scott strad-
dled the donkey’s leg and secured the first hoof between his knees. 
Slowly and carefully, he notched into it with the saw. Once he got 
a groove going he really leaned in, pushing and pulling through 
a hoof that was as tough as a car tire. Sweat began pouring down 
his face, but even though he was panting, Scott kept talking to the 
donkey in a calm, affectionate voice.

“Doing good, buddy?” he said. “We’re almost through number 
one.” Every muscle in the donkey’s body was so tense it seemed he 
was ready to erupt, but amazingly, he stood firm. Scott finally put 
down the saw and straightened up, wiping his soaking forehead.

“What do you think of this?” he asked. He held up a severed 
hunk of hoof that was nearly the size of my foot. The smell was 
repulsive, as if the hoof had already begun to rot while attached to 
the donkey’s foot.

“I can’t believe he let you do that,” I said. “He must still be shell- 
shocked from the move.”

“Maybe. But he’s a really good guy,” Scott said, ruffling the fur 
on the donkey’s head. “See how his ears shift as we’re talking?” 
Sure enough, the donkey’s ears rotated from me to Scott every 
time we opened our mouths. Sometimes he’d even split them in 
opposite directions, pointing one ear at me and the other at Scott 
like a cop directing traffic.

“He’s paying serious attention, and he’s decided we’re on his 
side,” Scott said, as he knelt to begin sawing the other front foot. 
“But don’t let up. It’s only going to get rougher now.”

We had to tackle the hind hooves next, and Scott told me that 
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no donkey in the world likes someone getting behind him. “That’s 
their biggest primal fear,” Scott said. Out in the wild, donkeys are 
pretty tough to kill. They’re herd animals and stick super- tight 
to the group, so any predator hoping for a donkey dinner has to 
weigh its chances of coming out alive against a mob of kicking, bit-
ing, 700- pound beasts who’ve been known to stomp lions to death. 
But donkeys are still vulnerable to sneak attacks; any straggler who 
lingers a bit to graze can suddenly find wild dogs leaping on its 
back and taking out its throat. This little gray donkey was weak 
and sick, but deep inside its DNA was a 10,000- year- old survival 
instinct as sharp as any Army Ranger’s, always alert to cover its six 
and kick for its life against anything it couldn’t see.

Scott picked up the saw. Softly, he laid his free hand on the 

Scott working on Sherman’s hooves 
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donkey’s back leg. “Good boy— ” he began, then jerked back as the 
donkey’s leg shot out.

“That’s what I mean,” he said, bending down for the saw he’d 
dropped. “He can break your leg before you see him move.” His 
own little donkey, Matilda, once dealt with a snapping dog by 
blasting it so hard that the dog’s leg had to be amputated.

“Hold him tight and let’s try this again,” Scott said. I pressed 
my chest against the donkey’s ribs, pushing him as firmly as I could 
against the fence. Scott rubbed the donkey’s head reassuringly, then 
worked his way down its body, scratching and massaging its back 
bit by bit until he reached the haunches. He smoothed his hands 
down the back leg, easing his way toward the hoof. The donkey 
looked like a robbery victim, its ears sticking straight up like it was 
being held at gunpoint, but it remained frozen while Scott slowly 
picked up a rear hoof. Whether we pulled this off or not, I couldn’t 
have been more impressed by Scott’s bedside manner. Even though 
he was sweating like a blacksmith and expecting to get his ribs 
cracked at any moment, he continued crooning to the donkey as if 
he were offering a juicy apple instead of wielding a hacksaw.

Finally, the last big chunk of hoof dropped off. Scott took a 
breather and wiped the grime off his face, but the ordeal wasn’t 
over. From his side pouch, Scott pulled a freakishly huge pair of 
steel clippers that looked like they’d been designed by Leatherface 
for use in his murder van. Scott warmed up with a few practice 
snips in the air, then leaned back in toward Sherman and began 
nipping away with expert precision, doing his best to shape the 
sawn stubs into something resembling a healthy animal’s hooves. 
After he’d pared each hoof, he pulled out a foot- long metal file for 
a final smoothing.

“Done!” Scott announced. He flopped back on the grass in 
exhaustion, sucking in deep breaths of relief. His T- shirt and jeans, 
spotless when he’d arrived, now looked like they’d been dug out of 
a swamp. He’d barely gotten comfortable when he shot back up, 
alarmed by what Sherman was doing:

Nothing.
“Not great,” Scott said. “Not great.” We’d just put this animal 
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through the equivalent of two hours of dental surgery, and instead 
of making a break for daylight, the little gray donkey was standing 
exactly where we’d left him. Now that his hooves were trimmed 
and he was free to go, why wasn’t he hightailing it out of our reach?

The two of us watched the donkey, mentally urging him to get a 
move on, but after a good long while, he hadn’t taken a single step. 
“I don’t know,” Scott said, his voice sounding weary and resigned. 
“If he’s not walking by tomorrow, all we can do is make him com-
fortable before he goes.”

Comfort was his wife’s department, and it wasn’t long before Tanya 
was roaring up our driveway in her dusty old SUV. She charged 
into action with her medical kit and shears, swiveling her head 
back and forth as she alternately crooned to the donkey and barked 
commands back at me.

“Good donkey!” she purred. “Good— ” She paused. “What’s his 
name?”

“Um . . .” I knew the stakes were high and I didn’t want to blow 
it. We’d messed up in this department before and I was still paying 
the price. Two of the first goats we ever got were named for words 
my daughter had recently come across in books: “Bamboozle” and 
“Skeedaddle.” Even though Bamboozle and Skeedaddle had four 
acres of lush grass and tasty weeds to keep them munching, they 
became master escape artists that spent most of the day prowling 
the fence like twin El Chapos searching for places to tunnel to 
freedom. After a few months of successful breakouts, they didn’t 
even bother squirming under the wire anymore; they just took 
to the air, sailing over the five- foot fence and ignoring the two 
hundred acres of neighboring cornfield all around them to head, 
naturally, straight for the road, where they could wander out in 
front of the school bus and give me heart attacks.

Finally, I surrendered and sold Skeedaddle and her sister, Lulu, 
to a farmer for his grandkids to raise and gave Bamboozle to our 
nearest Amish neighbors. The next morning, we looked out the 
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window and found Bamboozle looking back at us. He’d slipped 
away from his new owners and trotted half a mile down the road to 
escape back into our yard. The girls were delighted— they adored 
Bamboozle and wanted to keep him— but I’d hit my limit for 
lunging and sprawling after him like a circus clown. Luckily, the 
Amish kids must have figured out a way to stop him, because after 
I brought Bamboozle back that time, he never escaped again. I 
stopped by a few days later to ask how they’d finally outsmarted 
him, and they looked confused.

“Oh, you mean Fred,” one of them said. “That’s what we call 
him now.”

Yes, Fred— the same name as two- thirds of the elderly uncles 
currently sleeping off lunch in their Barcaloungers. I didn’t know 
how giving Bamboozle a chill new name turned him into a chill 
new goat, but you’d think I would have given it a try for myself.

Nope. Instead, we went on to name a stray kitten “Smartycat,” 
and watched this strictly outdoor cat become a genius at dart-
ing into the house and vanishing into sock drawers just when we 
were trying to leave on a family trip. Smartycat lived a good, long 
life with us, and when she died, she was replaced by “Evil Eye,” 
another stray that basically forced that name on herself because of 
her creepy Satanic serpent’s stare. Evil Eye was (and remains) so 
mean that our other cats, all half- wild scrappers themselves, are 
afraid to approach any of the three food bowls until Evil Eye is fed, 
full, and out of sight.

So when it came to naming this sick donkey, I wasn’t going to 
mess around. He was already in a fight for his life, and he didn’t 
need me making things worse by giving him a name with even the 
hint of a hex. The girls had made a suggestion the night before, 
and after examining it from every angle, I couldn’t spot any danger. 
I decided to run it by Tanya.

“We’re thinking of calling him, um . . . Sherman?” I said. We’d 
recently seen the movie Saving Mr. Banks, and we’d gotten a kick 
out of the happy- go- lucky, songwriting Sherman brothers. Who 
doesn’t love “Let’s Go Fly a Kite”?
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Tanya couldn’t care less about Disney films or voodoo hexes. 
She was in full emergency room mode, and for her, a name was 
just another surgical tool. “Good Sherman!” she crooned, clicking 
on her big- toothed shears. She got to work on the donkey’s stink-
ing, matted fur, peeling it away in strips. Every once in a while, she 
called back over her shoulder for some item she needed from the 
house: Rags! Baby shampoo! Get the hose!

“As soon as I’m finished, you’ll need to soak him down and lather 
him from nose to tail,” she commanded. “Give him a good sham-
pooing. He’s not going to like it at first, but you need to stick it 
out. You keep cleaning him until you get all this filth off his skin.” 
Suddenly, Tanya clicked off her shears and turned to face me.

“Look,” she said. “If he makes it, you can’t just stick a ribbon 
on his tail and leave him standing in a field like Eeyore. He’s been 
abused and abandoned, and that can make an animal sick with 
despair. You need to give this animal a purpose. You need to find 
him a job.”

A job? What was I going to do with a donkey, prospect for gold? 
Pioneer westward? But before I even asked what she meant, I got 
an idea. Nah, that’s ridiculous, I thought to myself, and kept my 
mouth shut. No way was I going to share this with Tanya and look 
even more helpless and out of my depth than I already did. Still, 
the more she worked on the grim wreckage of Sherman’s body, the 
more I circled back to this fantasy. I couldn’t let it go, and I realized 
why: focusing on a glorious fairy tale was a lot more pleasant than 
the ugly reality that was kicking us in the face.

And that’s when it dawned on me that my incompetence did have 
an upside: it cut both ways. Since I had no idea how sick Sherman 
was, I didn’t know how strong he was either. For all I knew, there might 
just be a fighter in there, a fierce warrior spirit buried deep inside 
that was laying low until it gathered the strength to start surging 
through Sherman’s veins. And if Sherman found his way back to life, 
maybe I had something for him that was even better than a job: a 
wild adventure that the two of us could tackle together, side by side.

But first we had to keep him alive.
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